Introduction
Several diesel-generator sets usually operate on parallel connection in ship power system, which has altitudinal nonlinearity. When operating point of system changes, its dynamic property will change markedly. The oscillation phenomenon of ship power system which is acyclic, random and gusty or paroxysmal will occur on light load working condition, it can result in system sectionalizing when it is serious, this phenomenon is called chaos. Chaos is a very complicated phenomenon which is generated by the interaction of each parameter in the nonlinear system. When it appears in ship power system, following the continuous and random oscillation of system operating parameter, which endangers operation security of system seriously, it must be prevented and eliminated effectively in the system. In order to analyze the chaos phenomenon of ship power system, the nonlinear mathematical model of two diesel-generator sets on parallel connection is built in this paper, which reflects the variation law of ship power system. Then the light load working condition of two dieselgenerator sets on parallel connection in ship power station is analyzed by using Lyapunov index method on the base of this, seeking the generating mechanism of chaos. A nonlinear robust synthetic controller is designed which is based on the nonlinear mathematical model of diesel-generator set, then a nonlinear robust synthetic control law is developed for the diesel-generator set, it will be applied to control the chaos phenomena, thus providing desirable stability for ship power system.
Mathematic model of diesel-generator set on parallel connection
The mathematical model of diesel-generator set include the mathematical model of electromechanical transient process and electromagnetism transient process, first building the mathematical model of electromechanical transient process, then the mathematical 58 model of electromagnetism transient process, the mathematical model of one dieselgenerator set is get on the base of this.
The mathematical model of diesel-generator set electromechanical transient process describes the motion law of diesel-generator set [1] [2] [3] , reflecting the dynamic change process of power angle and angular speed, its expression is [3] , omitting the effect of damping winding, its expression is 
Eq.(11) describes the voltage restriction relation after two diesel-generator sets enter into parallel connection.
Eq.(9), Eq.(10) and Eq. (11) are the nonlinear mathematical model of two diesel-generator sets on parallel connection, which reflects the relationship of interaction and mutual influence between two diesel-generator sets, describing the variation law of power angle, speed and voltage on two diesel-generator sets exactly.
Chaos oscillation analysis of diesel-generator set on parallel connection
This paper will make research on the stability of ship power system by the variation law of power angle, speed and voltage on diesel-generator set. Due to the power transmission between the diesel-generator sets on parallel connection, it is apt to produce power oscillation. Power oscillation is the dynamic process of power of diesel-generator set regulating repeatedly under the effect of some periodic interference.
Power oscillation is a chaos oscillation in nature from the point of view of chaos. The fundamental feature of chaotic motion is highly sensitive to initial condition, the track which is produced by two initial values which is very near each other, will separate according to index pattern as time elapses, Lyapunov index is the quantity which describes the phenomenon. 
In the equation: T is Jacobian matrix of F . The solution of equation can be expressed as
In the equation U : (0) ( ) ee t  is mapping of linear operator. The asymptotic behavior of mapping U can be described by index as
So, the Lyapunov index of system (12) can be formulated as the mean of above repeat process 
For a phase space of n dimension, there will be n Lyapunov index, arranging them according to the order from big to small, supposing  
 is called maximum Lyapunov index. Generally speaking, having negative Lyapunov index corresponds with contracting direction, the tracks which are near are stable in the part, corresponding periodic motion. The positive Lyapunov index indicates that the tracks which are near separate by index, the strange attractor is formed in phase space, the Lyapunov index  is bigger, the chaotic nature of system is stronger, vice versa. For a phase space of n dimension, the maximum Lyapunov index is whether bigger than 0 or not is the basis of judging the system if has chaos oscillation or not.
Computing Lyapunov index of two diesel-generator sets on parallel running with light load separately, two diesel-generator sets all use conventional controllers. Fig.1 and Fig.2 give the phase diagram of power angle, speed and voltage of two diesel-generator sets on parallel running with 12.5% load separately.
Two diesel-generator sets run for 100 seconds on parallel connection with 12.5% load, the initial va1ue 
From Fig.1 to Fig.4 we can see, all maximum Lyapunov indexes of the system are greater than 0, showing that the system exists chaotic phenomenon. Two diesel-generator sets with light load on parallel connection, enter into chaotic state after running a length of time, their specific expression are the oscillation of power angle and speed. Two diesel-generator sets on parallel connection load the lighter, the oscillation of power angle and speed is severer. The oscillation of power angle means the oscillation of power, the reason is the nonlinearity of ship power system and the power transmission between the two diesel-generator sets. The controller in this paper is proportional controller, which is a linear controller. It can't control the nonlinear character of ship power system, it can't average the load in parallel operation control, there is a power angular difference between the diesel-generator sets, thus engendering the power transmission between the sets, which results in the happening of chaotic phenomenon. 6 give the phase diagram of power angle, speed and voltage of two dieselgenerator sets on parallel running with 25% load plus periodicity load separately. The periodicity load usually appears in ship power system, it is widespread.
Two diesel-generator sets run for 100 seconds on parallel connection with 25% load increasing periodicity load 0.01sint, the initial va1ue Fig.6 we can see, all maximum Lyapunov indexes of the system are greater than 0, showing that the system exists chaotic phenomenon. The oscillation of power angle and speed in two diesel-generator sets is severer than the state of not increasing periodicity load. Because the periodicity load is nonlinear, increasing periodicity load intensifies the nonlinearity of system, thus aggravating the power oscillation of system [4] [5] [6] .
The computer simulation results show that it exists chaotic oscillation phenomenon when two diesel-generator sets run on parallel connection with light load. Primary cause of emerging this phenomenon is the nonlinearity of ship power system, minor cause is the power transmission between the two diesel-generator sets. Besides this, using conventional linear controller is also a key factor of generating the chaotic oscillation of system. Only using nonlinear controller, making the nonlinear characteristic of ship power system offset and compensate, can we solve the problem of system chaotic oscillation fundamentally. The chaotic oscillation phenomenon is transition state between stable state and unstable state, it must be prevented in order to ensure the stability of system.
Design of nonlinear robust synthetic controller
Mixed H-two/H-infinity control theory is a robust control theory that has speed development from the eighties of 20 century, which can solve the problem of robust stability and robust performance [7] [8] [9] [10] . Because diesel-generator set control system is a nonlinear control system, using the method of direct feedback linearization to linearize the nonlinear system, the state feedback controller is designed for linearization system using mixed Htwo/H-infinity control theory, thus acquiring nonlinear robust control law in order to reach the purpose of restraining the chaotic phenomenon of ship power system, improving the stability of ship power system. Because of coupling action between speed and voltage, the nonlinear robust synthetic controller is designed for diesel-generator set in order to control speed and voltage synthetically, making the both interaction in minimum range, thus improving the stability of frequency and voltage in ship power system.
The principle diagram of diesel-generator set synthetic control system based on nonlinear robust synthetic controller is shown in Fig.7 .
The differential equation of exciter is , sin sin , 
In the equation: 1 dw is the undesired signal which is assumed for using H-two/H-infinity control method, including equivalence disturbance which is generated by disturbance torque and modeling error. 
Assigning virtual controlled variable
Defining the evaluation signal of dynamic performance as 
In the equation: 
controller F can be solved by corresponding augmentation controlled object P. For controlled object P, existing H-two/H-infinity state feedback controller:
In the equation: F is feedback coefficient, which can be got by using μ-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox in the MATLAB.
Combining Eq. (21) 
We select the error of voltage U  as state varible, The relation between U and U  is
In the equation: 0 U is initial value of stator winding terminal voltage, its value is 1.
We use e P repalce 
For controlled object P , existing H-two/H-infinity state feedback controller:
That is nonlinear H-two/H-infinity voltage control law of diesel-generator set.
Third step, we design nonlinear robust synthetic controller.
Combining Eq.(28) with Eq.(35), we can get nonlinear robust synthetic controller of dieselgenerator set [11- 
Eq.(36) considers the coupling function of speed and voltage, which controls both synthetically. It can increase dynamic precision of speed and voltage, improving the stability of ship power system.
Results of computer simulation
The key parameters of diesel-generator set control system in this paper are as follow:
The power of diesel-generator set is 1250kW; the rated speed n =1500r/min; the rotary inertia of set J=71.822kg·m 2 ; the damping coefficient of set D =5.54;the magnetic pole pair number of generator p=2; the rated torque of diesel engine 11.9kN·m; the maximum troke of output axis 10mm.
The rated voltage of synchronous generator is 390V; the rated current 2310A; the power factor 0.8; the rated frequency 50Hz; the exciting voltage of exciter 83V; the exciting current 7.7A.
Designing nonlinear synthetic controller based on mixed H-two/H-infinity control theory, assuming disturbance signal coefficient of Eq. (23) Optimization of weighting function is difficult point of H-two/H-infinity control, needing select repeatedly. After each selection, using LMI toolbox to get state feedback coefficient, substituting simulation model, making charactrsitc test in order to get best combination property index. Fig.8 give the block diagram of the system simulation. 
From Fig.9 to Fig.12 we can see, all maximum Lyapunov indexes of the system are less than 0, showing that the system doesn't exists chaotic phenomenon and works in a stable range. Two diesel-generator sets with light load on parallel connection, run after using nonlinear robust synthetic controller, their chaotic phenomenon disappears, power angle, speed and voltage run nearby the desired values. It shows that nonlinear robust synthetic controller can control the nonlinear character of ship power system effectively and make the nonlinear characteristic of ship power system offset and compensate, it can solve the problem of system chaotic oscillation fundamentally. 2 diesel-generator set when two sets load 25% plus periodicity load on parallel connection after using nonlinear robust synthetic controller system, making the nonlinear characteristic of ship power system offset and compensate, thus improving the stability of ship power system. Because ship power system made up of diesel-generator sets is a nonlinear system, using nonlinear robust synthetic controller can offset and compensate the nonlinear characteristic of ship power system, it can average the load in parallel operation control, there is no power angular difference between the diesel-generator sets, thus avoiding the power transmission between the sets, solving the problem of system chaotic oscillation fundamentally, improving the voltage and frequency stability of ship power system. The research on nonlinear robust synthetic controller of diesel-generator set provides a new control method for ship power system, having important practical significance and extensive using prospect.
Conclusion
In order to analyze the chaos phenomenon of ship power system, the nonlinear mathematical model of two diesel-generator sets on parallel connection is built in this paper, which reflects the relationship of interaction and mutual influence between two sets. The light load working condition of two diesel-generator sets on parallel connection in ship power station is analyzed by using Lyapunov index method, which proves the presence of chaos phenomenon. A nonlinear robust synthetic controller is designed which is based on the nonlinear mathematical model of diesel-generator set. In combining the direct feedback linearization with robust control theory to design the synthetic controller for the dieselgenerator set, then a nonlinear robust synthetic control law is developed for the dieselgenerator set. The computer simulation results show that the nonlinear robust synthetic 
